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Like a lot of kids, I grew up fascinated with three things: Santa Claus, Dinosaurs, and Outer Space. The 
first one is straightforward enough. Gotta keep the jolly old elf happy. As it turns out, he could bring me toys 
related to my other interests, namely, dinosaurs. I remember finding out that lots of those big dinosaurs whistled 
instead of roared, bunches of ‘em had feathers, and Jurassic Park, though far from an accurate documentary, 
was the coolest thing I’d ever seen. But outer space, woah, now that was cool. I had a little orb in my room with 
glow-in-the-dark stickers to help locate stars. I watched shows about aliens and space travel and heroic sci-fi 
missions to Mars. And a true highlight was going to my sister’s boyfriend’s house to watch a lunar eclipse with 
his real, live telescope. It blew my little mind, especially seeing just how slow the whole process was. Heavenly 
bodies move in their own time, it seems, and they’re rarely in a rush.  

In time, Santa started delivering presents just to the family pets. I suppose he’d learned which way the 
naughty-nice scales tipped in our house. Dinosaurs were still interesting, but less so, especially since the 
Jurassic Park sequels just weren’t all that believable anymore. And space? Well, it was just so far away, and so 
slow, and so always there.  

Of course, there’ve been times when I’ve revisited these old loves. Santa comes every year, still. And I 
still put a stocking out with hopes that it’ll fill overnight with oranges and chocolates and little gifts I don’t need 
but still make me smile. If I’m flipping through the channels and I see a special on dinosaurs, if there’s nothing 
pressing on my schedule, I’ll stop and give it a watch. Might learn something. That’s been a rollercoaster. The 
brontosaurus was a mistake for a while. Neck’s too big. Then it was real again. Neck’s still too big, but they’ve 
got special bones to hold it up. These debates are written in stone and they move pretty slow themselves. Also, 
I’ve re-downloaded night sky apps a few times, those things where you can point your phone at the sky, and it’ll 
tell you what blinking star is flashing bright above your neighbor’s house. I’ve seen the Southern Cross and the 
Seven Sisters and even used Orion’s Belt to find my way back home. In recent years, I’ve pulled these up and 
thought about how cool it would be to learn what the heavens hold, learn the stars and how they formed, what 
their blinking means or where they go when the sun comes up. I’ve even made a New Year’s Resolution or two 
about this. But life comes up. It’s chilly standing out there at night. Or my phone storage runs low, and I gotta 
purge what I don’t use. And that’s the end of my stargazing days for another season. Now, I’ll look up, from 
time to time, appreciate how much light in the darkness I can see from here, and then rush back in, my timeline 
too fast to take in the arc of the cosmos. But once in a while, an astronomical oddity’ll capture my imagination. 
A meteor shower viewed from the cliffs of home. A big, red moon, sitting fat and happy on its chaise lounge 
horizon. A comet throwing light into a dark corner of the night. 

Actually, it’s comets that have my mind spinning these days. I should say it’s a comet that has my mind 
spinning. And as though it’s discoverer knew just how tenuous my space-related interests were, he went and 
named that comet “Comet 46P.” Thrilling. In spite of its name, Comet 46P sparked my imagination earlier this 
month because astronomers and news outlets dubbed it 2018’s Christmas Comet. Now, this is not the very same 
Star of Bethlehem, but I couldn’t help drawing the connection. I am a preacher, after all.  

I started reading about Comet 46P a couple of weeks before it was meant to arrive. December 16 was 
going to be an especially good day to see it glowing green in the cold air. This worked out great with my 
schedule. See, I was already going to be walking around from one obligation to the next that night, so I could 
just look up while I was out and about, and there it’d be. Simple, easy, convenient. But, December 16 rolled 
around and by the time I remembered to look up, I was already crawling into bed. Those blankets looked so 
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cozy and outside was beginning to bluster. And anyway, December 17 was supposed to be a not-quite-as good 
but still pretty good time to see the thing, so I punted. The next night, I was ready. My schedule was free 
enough and it’d been a pretty nice day, all things Central New York considered. I grabbed my phone and a pair 
of binoculars, bundled up tight, and stepped out to do my first stargazing in months. One look up, and I knew 
I’d missed it. The sky had that sick dark green look of low-lying nighttime clouds illuminated by street lamps 
and headlights. The great Christmas Comet of 2018 - the thrillingly named Comet 46P - was hidden from my 
sight, illuminating the heavens somewhere and for someone. Just not here and not for me.  

This has been a hard year for a lot of folks. Too many of us have felt some great loss or several great 
losses. Too many of us have seen cruelty, and too many of us have been cruel. Too many of us have demanded 
that the world move on our terms or by our timeline, and too many of us have missed what that same world had 
to offer as it passed right on by. I suppose I’m telling y’all this because, in a strange way, the whole Comet 46P 
thing made me unreasonably sad. See, I’d been connecting my own story to Christmas through that comet 
somehow, anticipating today and tomorrow and wise men and stockings and lashing myself to its tail, as though 
the comet would carry me all the way back into the story, and all the way to here. But I’d put my hope this year 
in the wrong thing. It wasn’t even that I had my eye on a comet when it should’ve been on Christ. No, that’s too 
easy. Besides, I think God wants us to wonder at comets, figure ‘em out, be amazed. No, it was different 
somehow. I think it all goes back to my difficulty with celestial time. See, way back when I was watching that 
lunar eclipse in my sister’s boyfriend’s back yard, I wanted the shadow to move across the moon faster. Those 
apps I downloaded to learn the stars, I deleted ‘em because I couldn’t learn the names fast enough. And Comet 
46P, well, it just didn’t intersect with my life on my terms, besides those darn clouds didn’t blow away fast 
enough.  

You know, I’m never quite ready for Christmas. Sometimes I’m impatient with the creeping weeks of 
Advent, so Christmas has more of a sense of relief than anything. Other years, Christmas slaps me out of 
nowhere, and I’m overtaken with joy. But this year, this year I almost walked right past Christmas. When I 
finally looked up, it was hiding behind a cloud, illuminating the heavens somewhere and for someone. Just not 
here and not for me. And that’s where I went wrong. Christ enters the world like any child, sort of when you 
planned it, but never quite right on schedule, inconvenient and disruptive and demanding of immediate 
attention. But while that child’s entry stops time for those nearby, the rest of the world keeps on doing their 
thing, walking right on by and never looking up.  

See, I have a tendency to want to put myself into these old stories and see them as they happened. I want 
to be an extra watching in the background, seeing that Jesus fresh and new, finally here after so much waiting. 
If not there, then I want to be a shepherd rushing down from the hills to see what all those angels were shouting 
about. And if not there, well, give me a couple of weeks, and I’ll be among the magi, bearing gifts and 
following an unusual light in the night sky. But that’s not always where we are, not always where we get to be. 
Sometimes we’re bystanders behind some cloud of unknowing, Christ punctuating the world just beyond our 
vision, ready for us to see when he’s ready, even if we can’t see just yet. Sometimes that entry speeds by, but 
I’m learning that more often than not, when God works in the world, there’s a measured slowness. Heavenly 
bodies move in their own time, it seems, and they’re rarely in a rush.  

This Christmas, I’ve learned something that you’ll probably hear me say again. We stop today to make a 
point of remembering that once, God entered our world. And that’s an extraordinary thing for us to do, an 
unusual claim, to say the least. But what I’ve been missing, what’s been passing behind clouds while I sped on 
by, is the reality Christmas points to beyond tonight: the reality that God enters our world over and over again, 
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punctuating the cosmos with slow sacredness at times and demanding urgency at others. And something about 
this makes my heart weep. Comet 46P may have gone from my sight, but there’s plenty more to see looking 
heavenwards. And when I finally do look up, whatever it is’ll be there, illuminating the heavens somewhere and 
for someone. And this time, it’ll be here, and this time, it’ll be for me.  

I’ll leave you tonight with a quote I hope you’ll carry with you, from a sign hanging on the doors of the 
Church of the Nativity in Jerusalem. It says, simply this: “If you enter here as a visitor, we hope you would exit 
as a pilgrim. If you enter here as a pilgrim, we hope you would exit a holier one.”  

Look up. God will be there, illuminating the heavens somewhere and for someone. Look up. This time, 
God will be there. And this time, God will be for you. 
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